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Discussion topics

• TEAS basics
• TEAS pre-filing checklist
• TEAS Plus demonstration
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TEAS basics
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TEAS basics

• Trademark Electronic Application System 
(TEAS)
– Two filing options: TEAS Plus and TEAS Standard
– www.uspto.gov/TEAS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electronic filing mandatory, except in very rare situations

http://www.uspto.gov/TEAS


TEAS basics

• Filing fees per TEAS filing option
– TEAS Plus: $250 per international class
– TEAS Standard: $350 per international class

• Formula for calculating filing fee
– Your filing option fee multiplied by the number 

of international classes in the application
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEAS Plus: more upfront filing requirements in exchange for lower filing feeTEAS Standard: less upfront filing requirements in exchange for higher filing feeHow do TEAS Plus and TEAS Standard differ? A TEAS Plus application is one that is complete at the time of filing, particularly in the area of the identification of goods and/or services for which the mark is being used or is intended to be used in the future. Specifically, the identification is taken directly from the USPTO’s Acceptable Identification of Goods and Services Manual (ID Manual). Because the examining attorney knows that the listing is acceptable, less work is done within the examination of a TEAS Plus application. Because it is less work for the USPTO, the savings are passed to the applicant in the form of a lower filing fee. On the other hand, if the product or service is so new, for example, that the listing is not within the ID Manual, then you must  either use the TEAS Standard form option, wherein you would do a free-text entry of your identification, or email TMIDSuggest@uspto.gov to request addition of the identification to the ID Manual. Using the latter approach, you would not be able to file unless and until a USPTO staff attorney decides if the addition to the ID Manual is appropriate, since not all requested entries are added.A reminder that through the USPTO you would only receive a registration giving rights in the 50 U.S. states and our territories, not international rights. The word “international” relates only to classes. A “class” is the designation that world-wide Trademark Offices use to identify the proper placement of a good or service, within one of 45 different classes. For example, computers are in international class 9 and shirts are in international class 25.So although it is only one trademark for which registration is sought, the dollar amount is times (x) “2,” because there are two separate international classes. It is not relevant how many items are within a given class. For example, for fee calculation purposes, the goods of “shirts” and “shirts, pants, shoes, hats, jackets” would still be times (x) “1” because all of those items fall within class 25.



TEAS basics

• TEAS Plus benefits
– Less expensive than TEAS Standard
– More streamlined process than TEAS Standard
– Two times more likely to receive an initial 

approval
– 20% faster to get to final disposition
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Presentation Notes
TEAS Standard is only option is your product/service is so new it’s not in the ID Manual.You can request addition, but the request:Is not always approvedYou’ll need to wait to file until it is actually added, if it is
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TEAS pre-filing checklist

www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/TM-Prefiling-Checklist-flyer.pdf9



TEAS pre-filing checklist

• Choose your mark drawing type.
– Standard character drawing
– Special form drawing

COCA-COLA
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Presentation Notes
Note that the standard character format and the black-and-white special form format do not mean that you are using the mark in that manner. Instead, both are simply providing more flexibility and broader protection.The standard character format means you are protecting the wording itself, but not in any particular font or stylization. You could change the manner of display when used and the underlying registration would still provide protection.Or, with the special form, you can use the marks in whatever colors you want and still have protection.However, you cannot add to or modify the mark in any manner. This would be considered a “new” mark and would require a new application.Not legal advice: The special form options should be used only when the stylization of the letters or the specific design elements are integral to the actual desired commercial impression. The same is true for registering the mark in color.Remember: don’t try to “shoehorn” two marks together in one application, just to try and save on costs.Example: Your product is bottled water. On the front of the bottle you have a word mark. On the back of the bottle you have a design element. You could not in an application present both the wording and the design, because they are not used together. Only if somewhere else on the bottle is there a display of a single, overall composite mark would this be OK.COCA-COLA (standard character): U.S. Registration No. 0238145COCA-COLA (stylized): U.S. Registration No. 0238146ALWAYS COCA-COLA (composite): U.S. Registration No. 1867757



TEAS pre-filing checklist

• Identify your goods and services.
– Generally understood terminology
– Specific terminology
– Cannot expand “scope” after filing
– Trademark ID Manual

• www.uspto.gov/TrademarkID
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Presentation Notes
Trademark Manual of Acceptable Identifications of Goods and Services (ID Manual)Specific terminology should be broad, yet accurate. Does not need to be overly specific.For example:Shirts – broad enough to include t-shirts, button-down shirts, polo shirts, and sweatshirtsShort-sleeved t-shirts – too narrow if you start to use the mark with long-sleeved t-shirts, button-down shirts, polo shirts, or sweatshirtsSpecificity of identification required so as to provide notice of use.Other users must know what g/s on or in connection with you are using with your mark. This helps them to avoid likelihood of confusion with your mark.Note that you must be careful to list all relevant goods and/or services when preparing the application. Once the application is filed, you may not add any items, as that would exceed the scope of the original filing. Only narrowing of the identification is permitted.But remember: it is your choice if you want to file a new application. We won’t register a trademark that is similar to yours and being used with related goods and services. So, while it’s always best to have a registration that covers all of your goods and services, you might choose to rely on “relatedness” to protect your mark.

http://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkID


TEAS pre-filing checklist

• Know your filing basis.
– Required for each listed good or service in your 

application
– Most common bases

• Use in commerce
• Intent to use
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Presentation Notes
A use in commerce filing basis requires “specimen” (sample) of use, e.g., label or hangtag for goods or image of storefront for services.With an intent to use basis, since there is no use at the time of filing, the specimen will be submitted later in the process, with an additional fee.Specifically, if the application is approved, a Notice of Allowance (NOA) issues (rather than a registration certificate). Within 6 months of the issue date of the NOA, applicant must file a statement of use (SOU), providing both a proper specimen and fee, or otherwise submit an extension request. Every 6 months brings the same deadline: file the SOU or extension, up through 5 possible extensions. At the 36-month point from when the NOA issued, applicant must file the SOU or the application is held abandoned. If abandoned, then examination ends and a brand new filing is required. With either filing basis, applicant must be using or intend to use the mark on or in connection with ALL goods and/or services listed in the application. If the filing is under the intent to use basis, certain goods or services can be deleted if actual use is not made therewith later in the process.Save a JPG or PDF specimen, if needed.



TEAS pre-filing checklist

• Choose your application form option.
– TEAS Plus
– TEAS Standard
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TEAS Plus demonstration
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TEAS Plus demonstration

www.my.uspto.gov15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click the link to use TEAS.

https://teas.uspto.gov/forms/bas


TEAS Plus demonstration

https://www.uspto.gov/TEAS16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click the link to use TEAS.

https://teas.uspto.gov/forms/bas


Questions?
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